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PADDLES AND BALLS

Answering the Call

By Kent Oswald

Two years ago, the TV game show
Jeopardy had this answer: “What’s the
dill, yo? The USAPA promotes this
racket sport, one of the USA’s fastestgrowing sports.”
Today, a Jeopardy answer might be:
“From 2019 to 2020 this sport grew by
20-plus percent and desperately needed hundreds of thousands of these for
enthusiasts.”
The question, of course, would be:
“What are pickleball paddles and
balls?”
Year-over-year growth—expected to
be matched and most likely exceeded
when the Sports Fitness Industry
Association releases 2021 figures—
highlights the opportunities for the
racquet sports industry. The leap in
participation to 4.2 million pickleball
players includes 1.4 million “core”
players, and a lowering of the average
player age as younger pickleballers
continue to enter the game. Plus,
the pandemic did not slow pickleball
court and facility construction, as
nearly 10 percent more locations were
brought into play.
So, a relatively new game. Exponential growth of new players. More
playing opportunities. Back to our
Jeopardy questions: “What is new and
noteworthy for novice and seasoned
pickleball players?” The “answers,”
from leading manufacturers, are on
the following pages.
(Prices are suggested retail.)

Adidas
allracquetsports.com
971-234-2300

Babolat
babolat.com
877-316-9435

• The Adipower Ctrl ($189.99) is a 16
by 8-inch, 8.2-ounce paddle built for
comfort and designed for aggressive
hitters and performance-level play.
It features a high-density, propylene honeycomb core and carbonaluminized face, as well as an EVA
inner layer and perforated grip to
wick away moisture. Also bringing the
force, but balancing that with exceptional touch, is the Essnova Carbon
Attk ($149.99). The 16-1/2 by 7-1/2inch, 8.2-ounce paddle has a low-density polypropylene honeycomb on the
inside and a carbon face with unique
resistance, durability and power.

• Aptly named, the MNSTR Power
($139) is 16-1/10 by 7-4/5-inches and
8.11 ounces, and features a propylene
honeycomb core with an EVA foam
layer and a graphite skin. Vibrationreducing interior technology and an
oversized sweetspot complement the
play of advanced, offensive-minded
players. The MNSTR Touch ($139)
is a tad lighter at 7.2 ounces, allowing for quicker response and greater
maneuverability.
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Manufacturers continue to gear up to provide pickleball
players with paddle and ball options.

Gamma
gammasports.com
800-333-0337

Head
head.com
800-289-7366

Onix
onixpickleball.com
866-467-8973

• The robust sweetspot of the
middleweight Typhoon ($149.99)
brings extra energy and control to
shots thanks to a head designed with
additional hitting area at the top. The
paddle is available in two colorways,
weighs 7.75 ounces and plays at 161/8 by 7-5/8 inches. The extra-thick
polypropylene core and composite
surface combine for both power
and response, and the honeycomb
cushion grip guarantees long-lasting
comfort.

• The two most recent additions to
the Gravity performance paddle
series are the Gravity LH and SH
(both $154.95), adding long- and
short-handled versions. Both are
15-3/4 by 8-1/10 inches, with the
LH—designed for two-handers—
at 7.9 ounces and the SH—with its
increased sweetspot—at 7.8 ounces.
The Margaritaville series includes
the Key West ($124.95), with its large
sweetspot, Island Reserve ($124.95),
delivering extra control, and Island
Life ($124.95), providing both power
and enhanced dampening.

• Onix enlisted national champions
Matt Wright and Lucy Kovalova
in the development of the Evoke
Premier ($149.99). The paddle is 16
by 8 inches and available in three
weights and two colorways, each with
a polypropylene core and composite
face with a finish that provides softness while still letting the texture do
its work with spin, and a core coming
through with pop on all shots.
Dedicated players will also be
interested in the Outbreak ($129.99),
featuring superb touch and control
from the 15-1/2 by 8-1/8-inch middleweight paddle.
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Paddletek
paddletek.com
866-972-3353

ProKennex
prokennex-pickleball.com
800-832-9887

Selkirk
selkirk.com
800-759-4326

• To supply outstanding power
and control, the Tempest Wave Pro
($179) relies on a composite polymer honeycomb core and a textured
graphite face. Paddles are 15-7/8 by 8
inches and available in six colorways,
with two handle width options. The
balance and weight allows for easy
movement and the ability to generate impressive head speed, says the
company.

• The new, lightweight Flight series
delivers power and spin and includes
technology to minimize shock and
vibration. The Pro ($189) has the more
traditionally shaped body at 15-5/8
by 8 inches, while the Flight ($189) is
more oval in its 15-5/8 by 7-5/8-inch
frame, which moves the sweetspot
more to the paddle’s center. Both have
polypropylene, honeycombed cells in
the core and a carbon face with a micro texture coating, developed in conjunction with pros Jennifer and Steve
Dawson. Performance paddles in
the line include the Ovation Speed II
($169.95) and Pro Speed II ($169.95).

• Similar to its deep pro team roster,
led by four-time Grand Slam Gold
Medalist Tyson McGuffin, Selkirk
provides numerous options in its
performance Vanguard series. The
polypropylene honeycomb core synergizes with a carbon-fiber technology both stiff and light in the face to
deliver power with enhanced wicking
and tackiness. All are available at
$200 and customizable through multiple colorways and with weight and
handle-length options.
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The leap in pickleball participation to 4.2 million players includes
1.4 million “core” players, and a lowering of the average player age as younger
pickleballers continue to enter the game.

Balls:

Gamma
gammasports.com
800-333-0337
•A great option for practice balls
comes in two varieties of two-tone
orbs. For training or recreational play
indoors, there is the 26-hole purple/
pink variety, and for outdoor recreation or play there are the 40-hole
versions. Both are $9.99 for a 6-pack
and $14.99 for a dozen.
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Onix
onixpickleball.com
866-467-8973

Vulcan
vulcansportinggoods.com
800-826-6373

Wilson
wilson.com
773-714-6400

• Each paddle in the new V700 series
features a propylene honeycomb core
with carbon fiber bands, as well as a
seven-layer face to provide dynamic
response and precise play. The V710
Max ($199.99), at 8.2 ounces, has a
teardrop silhouette and delivers absolute power. The V720 Max ($199.99)
plays lighter than its 8.4-ounce,
traditional look would suggest and
provides the most forgiving sweetspot
for aggressive players. The V730 Max
($199.99), Tyler Loong’s signature
model, is 8.0 ounces and has an elongated face for control and power.

• Debuting at the 2021 Margaritaville
USA National Pickleball Championships will be the enhanced Juice Carbon ($119), Juice Carbon XL ($119) and
Echo Carbon ($119), each with a fiberglass composite face offering a soft feel
and vibration dampening. The Juice
features a wide body and woven carbon
fibers with a polypropylene honeycomb core for power and feel. The
lightweight Juice Carbon XL generates
controlled power and optimizes reach
at 17 inches. The Echo Carbon, with
an angled throat and extended handle,
delivers for those whose game depends
on touch without sacrificing power.
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• The official ball of the APP and PPA
tours, the Dura Fast 40 ($12.99/4pack) are heavier, thick-walled balls
playing “faster” and designed for
tournament play outdoors, available
in yellow or neon green. The Fuse G2
Outdoor ($8.99/3-pack) is a highly
durable ball with a consistent bounce
and small holes to reduce interference from the wind.

Selkirk
selkirk.com
800-759-4326
• The SLK Competition Outdoor
($19.99/6-pack) is a 40-hole ball
providing long-lasting, consistent,
outdoor play for competitive players.
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